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INTRODUCT ION 
THE MAIN RESULT of this paper is a non-immersion and non-embedding theorem for Dold 
manifolds P(I)!, n) (see $1) in Euclidean space. P(nr, 0) and P(0, n) are real and complex 
projective spaces of real dimensions 171 and 2n, respectively, so that the set {P(~I, )I)) con- 
tains the usual test spaces for immersion and embedding. 
Let q(n) = the number of integers s with 0 < s 2 II and s z 0, 1, 2 or 4 mod 8; 
(7(~r, n) = the largest integer s for which 2p-‘o)‘c~+i) is not divisible by 2’P(“); 
where 
L-1 
f denotes the integral part of 5. Then our result can be stated 
THEOREM 2.12. (i) P(HI, n) ccrnnof he imnwsed in Rm-“‘in*(“‘~n’-‘, (ii) P(m, n) cnnnof 
he embericicd in R”‘f2”fo*(“‘~“). 
Note that o*(m, 0) = C(m, 0) = a(m), where 0 is defined in [2], and so (2.12) can be 
viewed as an extension of Atiyah’s Theorem (5.1) of [2]. Indeed, we prove (2.12) using the 
methods of [2], i.e. K-theory. 
The arrangement of the paper is as follows. In $1 we recall the basic properties of 
P(NI, n) and determine its stable tangent bundle in terms of two canonical bundles. In s2 
the rings KCI(P(m, n)) and KU(P(m, n)) are partially determined. The Grothendieck opera- 
tors yi are computed and applied to give (2.12). In conclusion $3 collects together some 
remarks about the implications of characteristic classes for immersing and embedding 
P(nr, n) in Euclidean space. 
Our notation is basically derived from [2], [4] and [IO]. Minor changes are explicitly 
given as needed. 
t The material of this paper represents a portion of a thesis submitted to the Unicersity of California, 
Berkeley, in partial fulfil!ment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 
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51. DOLD MANIFOLDS 
Let S”’ c R”+’ be the usual nz-sphere and CP,, the usual complex projective n-space. 
Then P(r~r, 17) is the Dold manifold of dimension I?I + 211 obtained from S”’ x CP, by 
identifying (x, z) with (--s, z), where (.Y, z) E S” x CP,. P(n7, 0) and P(0, 11) are readily 
seen to be RP,, and CP,, , respectively. 
The canonical map (I, : s”’ x CP, --t P(n7, n) defines a two-fold covering. The map 
p : P(m, n) --+ RP,,, induced by the projection S”’ x CP, + S” defines an analytic fibration 
with fibre CP,, and structure group Z2 (conjugation is the non-trivial element of Z,). If 
or’ 2 ttz and n’ 5 n, then there is an obvious inclusion i’ : P(tu’, tz’) -+ P(m, n), which, for 
the cases (in’, n’) = (m, 0) and (ttt’, n’) = (0, n), we denote by i andj, respectively. 
In [4] P(m, t7) is given a cell decomposition with a k-cell (Ci, Oi) for every pair (i,j), 
i,j 2 0, for which i + 2j = k $ ttf + 2n. Moreover, 0, p and i’ are cellular maps when 
S” x CP, is given an appropriate cell decomposition [4]. The boundary operator satisfies 
(1.1) i(Ci, Oj) = (I + (- I)i”)(Ci_ 1, Dj), i > 0, 
qc,, D,) = 0. 
Let c’d denote the cochain which assigns I to (Ci, Uj) and 0 to all other (i + 2j)-cells. 
Then c’rlj defines an (i + 2i)-dimensional mod 2 cohomology c!ass which is natural with 
respect to the inclusion i’. In particular, c and n define l-dimensional and 2-dimensional 
classes, respectively. 
Dold’s determination of the ring structure of H*(P(rn, n); Zz) [4] can be described: 
(1.2) 
Moreover, (1.1) determines the additive structure of H*(P(tn, n); Z). We note only that 
H’(P(m, tz); Z) 2 Z2 if tt7 2 2, with the generator reducing mod 2 to c’. 
The Tangent Bundle 
The tilde notation “ - .’ will be used throughout for objects (bundles, classes) defined 
for RP,,, or CP,, . Define a line bundle < over P(m, n) whose total space I?(<> is S” x CP,, x R 
mod the identification (x, z, t) N (-_x, 2, -I). For n = 0, < is just the canonical line bundle 
< over P(m, 0) = RP,, [IO] and so we obtain a bundle map (i, iE) 
ir 
E(t) - E(t) 
I 
I i I 
P(m, 0) - P(tJf, t1 ) 
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implying that i’s = z. Since II,,(<) = c [IO], we have by (l.Z), IL.](<) = c. 
Let c and r denote the usual operations of complexification and decomplexification. 
Represent CP, as the unit sphere .SZn+’ c Cncl mod the identification u - Lu, II E St”+‘, 
i E C with /iI = I. Define a real 2-plane bundle r/ over P(m, n) whose total space E(q) is -- 
S” x s’“+l x C mod the identifications (x, II, 11.) - (.Y, i.lr, dir) - (-.r, Al, E.trt) - (-.r,ii, G), 
i as above. For 111 = 0. q is just the canonical complex line bundle q over P(0, n) = CPn 
considered as a real bundle (denoted r(g)); thus we obtain a bundle map (j. j,) 
iz 
E( r(G), - Q,I) 
I 
L ! 
P(0, n) -2 P(/H, II) 
implying j*t\ = r(q). From [IO], 1i.2(r(j)) = d=j*~.~(q). The map S” x S’“+ x R’ --t .S”’ 
x S’“” x C given by (.Y, I(; t,, tz) -+ (s, U; t, + itJ induces a bundle map (i, ii) 
P( 1?1, 0) - P(1)‘, t1) 
whence i*q = 1 @ t. So I\v~(~) = c by (1.2). The equivalences i*q = 1 @ t and j*rl = r(q) 
together with (1.2) imply that atom = tl and so H’(V) = 1 + c + tl. 
For any line bundle p, fi @/I = I ; in particular, < 0 i = 1. bloreover, the map .S” x 
ski I x (R@ C)_ y x p" x C given by (.Y, tr; t @ 11,) --) (x, u; itu.) induces a bundle 
equivalence (i’, gE) 
YL E(< @I ,I) - E(v) 
1 i’ 1 
P(171, If) = P(ill, !I) 
and so 5 @3 q = ‘I. 
The above remarks are summarized in the following: 
PROPOSITION (1.4). There esist n I-plane hndle 5 mttl a 2-plane bundle rl over P(m, n) 
sdz that 
(i) \L’(<) = 1 + c, U‘(q) = 1 + c + d; 
(ii) i*< = <, j*q = r(,i), i*tl = I @ i;; 
(iii) <@<= l,<@q=f/. 
Our main objective in this section is the following generalization of Theorems 2 and 
27 of [IO]. Let T denote the tangent bundle of P(m, n). 
THEOREM (1.5). rQ<@3=(m+ l)<@(n+ 1)~. 
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Proof. Write ; = (ITI + l)< @ (n + 1)q and X = S;” x .SZn” x R”” x C”+‘. Then E(c) 
is the set of all (s, U, .I’, L.) f X mod the identifications (x, II, I’, I‘) _ (s, AI, y, i.r) - 
(--I, z, -)‘, z) _ (-.\-, fi, -y, I:), where E. E C with Ii.1 = 1. Let ( ) and ( ) denote the 
real and complex inner products of R”” and c”“, respectively. Then E(s) is the subset 
of E(c) of all (s, II, J, L.) satisfying (s, y) = 0 and (u, F) = 0. Since E(r) c E(i), we have 
5@?= <, where v3 (the orthogonal complement of 5 in <) has total space E(v~) given 
by ((x, I(, Y.Y, ,f?u) E A’ : 2 E R, p c C) mod the identifications above. Now E(2 @ 5) is 
given by S” x CP, x R3 mod the identifications (.v, II: t,, t?, t3) 1 (.v, Al; I,, t2, t,) = 
(-s, /z f,, tz, -t3) - (-x, ii; f,, t2, -t3) and so the map S”’ x S”“’ x R’ -+ E(v3) given 
by (s, U; t,, f, , t3) -+ (.Y, u; f,s, (t? + it,)u) induces a bundle equivalence (i’, he) 
IrE 




P(m, 11) = r;,,, II) 
Thus v3 = 2 @ <. 
Additive and Multiplicative Structures 
KU(P(m, n)) and KO(P(ru, II)) are completely determined in [14]. Here we compute 
only the summands containing the tangent bundle of P( 111, n); they will be invariant under 
the operators yi. 
We make use of the following known results for KU(X) and KO(X), where X = RP,, 
CP,. Recall that 5 denotes the canonical real line bundle over RP,, and f the canonical 
complex line bundle over C’P,, Let c(z) be denoted xc for any real bundle r. Write 
.c = < - I, _YI = c(S), 1, = ,I - I, and y = r(j,). Set g = Ilf 
Ll7 Ll 
/I = n and f = (p(m), (see 
the introduction for the definition of cp). Let Zk denote the cyclic group of order k and ZL 
the free abelian group of rank X-. 
THEOREM (2.1). zO(RP,,,) = Z2,, generated by 1 l\.itll the nlultiplicatice relation 
.q; zx -2-t. 
THEOREM (2.2). h; U( RP,,,) = ZzS,, generafed by .?, h,itk the nluitiplicotiue relation 
1’ = -2?,. 
THEOREM (2.3). KO(CP,) is the truncated polynondl ring (owr Z) \IYt/z one generafor 
_G satisfying the rehfions 
(i) ifn = 2, then jr+ = 0, 
(ii) ifrl = 4t + I, then 2j++’ = 0 wdy2’+’ = 0, 
(iii) ifrz = 4f + 3, then y2’+’ = 0. 
ZW, 1 
THEOREM (2.4). KU(CP,) = -nfl. 
)‘I 
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(2.1), (2.2) and (.2.4) are proven in [I]: (2.3) is proven in [ll], with the use of the follow- 
ing lemma. 
LE,MbfA (2.5) c(jq = (L;i - I:; + . . . + (- l,“jq,‘. 
As a consequence of (2.5) we have 
LEMMA (2.6). I,?,, .F:, . . . . _PT”-‘, i+,, L?:, . . . . 6: forms an additive basis for KU(CP,), 
\c,here 8, = PI + ,Ff, * denotes conjugation and k = n - h. 
Proof. By (2.4) 1, F1, Jf, . . ., J; Forms an additive basis for KU(CP,) and so we need 
only check that the (additive) homomorphismfdefined byf(Jf’+‘) = yfic’ andj‘(.i$‘) = $ 
is a (group) automorphism of KU(CP,). This fact, however, is an immediate consequence 
of (2.5) which shows that the matrix defined by f (with respect to the basis 1, J,, jf, . . . . 7;) 
is triangular with every diagonal entry equal to I. 
Write x = i - 1, s, = c(x), z = q - 2, y = z - s, z1 = c(z) and y, = c(y). 
THEOREM (2.7). KU(P(m, n)) contains a sumnrand isomorphic to G, = Zzs + Zk gener- 
ated by x,, y,, y;‘, . . . . yt with the relation 2”.r, = 0. The multiplicatire structure of G, is 
gicen by xf = - 2.~-, and k,y, = 0. 
Proof. Since the composition p 5 i : P(m, 0) -+ P(m, n) --t RP,, is the identity. (2.2) 
implies that p!,?, = s, is a generator of order 29. From (1.4) we have j!y, = cr(jl) = p, + 
p: = \Ti;, and so j!yi = 6:. Since I?,, .._, $ is a subset of a basis for Ru(CP,) by (2,6), then 
we see that yi, . . . . y’; generate a summand isomorphic to Zk. We use (1.4) to deter- 
mine the ring structure : .Y: = (SC - I,-)* = cc @ tc - 2<c + 1 c = - 2(<, - 1 c) = -2x:, and 
-~11’1=(&- l,)trlc-2c)-.~T=srcor? c - qc - 2(<, - 1,) + 2x, = -2x, + 2x, = 0. 
THEOREM (2.8). RO(P(nz, n)) contains a summand isomorphic to Go = Z2, + Z” gener- 
ated by x, y, y2, . . . . yk with the relation 2fx = 0. The mulfiplicatice structure of GO is given 
by x2 = -2x and sy = 0. 
Proof. (2.1) implies that pix’ = x is a generator of order 2/. Moreover, since c(y) = y,, 
we have that y, y*, . . . . yk generate a summand isomorphic to Zk. The multiplicative struc- 
ture is determined as in (2.7), again using (1.4). 
Using the Chern character it can be shown [14] that yk+’ (and ytfl also) vanishes. 
However, as it is not needed for (2.12) we omit the proof. 
y,-structure of G, 
Let M” be a compact n-dimensional differentiable (Cn) manifold. Set v0 = - r,(M”) = 
n - s(W) in RO(Mn), where r(W) denotes the tangent bundle of M”. Let Ai, yi and g. dim 
(i.e. geometrical dimension) be as defined in [2]. Let E and c denote (Cm’) immersion and 
embedding, respectively, and $ and + their negations. Then the main (general) results of 
[2] can be stated 
(2.9) (i) If M” G R”+‘, then yi(v,) = 0 for i > k, 
(ii) If M” c Rn+k, then yi(vO) = 0 for i 2 k. 
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Now let IW’-~” = P(nr, n) and recall that for P(m, n) we have T %, < @ 2 = (m + I)< 0 
(n + 1)~ so that in RO(P(nz, n)) we have 
1’0 = -rO = -/)1IS - (II + I)? = -(/PI + I7 + 1)s - 07 f l)J 
where T = r(P(m, n)). Since yt is a homomorphism, we have 
‘/,(Q) = ./I(.Y)-(m+“+l)Yr(~)-“‘-‘). 
Clearly the geometrical dimensions of s and y are 1 and 2, respectively, so y,(s) = 1 + .vt 
and y,(y) = 1 + yr + y*(.r)t’. To compute y2(,v) we make use of the following two elementary 
lemmas. 
LEMMA (2. IO). I’{’ is any 2-plane bundle orer X, then ;.‘([“) is the determinant bundle. 
In particular, i”(<’ @ 1) = 5’ for an,v line bundle i’. 
Proof. Let A : R’ -+ R’ be a linear transformation which, with respect to a given basis 
e,, ez is represented by the matrix 
( 
XI1 r12 
y(21 1 222 . 
For the second exterior power of A, (\‘A : A2R2 + A2R’, we have 
A2A(e, A el) = A(e,) A A(eJ = (x,,~~~ - r,2r2,)e1 A el = (det A)e, A e,. 
Hence I.‘<’ is the determinant bundle. The second statement is an immediate consequence 
of the first. 
Let vk denote the universal k-plane bundle over the classifying space Bock,. There is an 
inclusion map i : B,(,, -+ Boc2, such that i*v’ = v’ @ 1. Together with Theorem 8 of [IO] 
this equivalence implies that i* : H’(BoC2,; ZJ + H’(B,,,,; Z,) is a monomorphism. 
LEMMA (2.11). w,(;.‘(v’)) = I\*,(v’). 
Proof: Since i* is a monomorphism, it suffices to show that i*~~~I(j.2(v’)) = i*\v,(v’). 
By (2.10) and naturality we have i*\v,(v2) = \v,(i”v’) = I., = n*,(i2(v’ @ 1)) = lt.,(i2(i*v2) 
= i*u*,(;.2(v’)). 
Hence for any 2-plane bundle [’ II,,(~.‘([‘)) = w,({‘); moreover, ;.2([2) is determined 
by this formula since it is a line bundle. In particular, i’(r/) = < since “‘,(‘I) = c = IV,(<). 
To simplify our computation, we collect together the following elementary facts: 
(I) yz. = 1’ + i.’ 
(2) i’(a + b) = ,$ ii-‘(a)).‘(b). 
(3) yi(n + b) = i i’i-‘(cr)g’(b). 
j=O 
(4) yZ( -x) = s2 = -2x. 
(5) A’( - 2) = 3. 
(I) follows from inspection of the coefficients of t2 in the defining equation 
yI = Cj.‘f’ = C yiri(l - t)-‘= i(,.(, _,),. 
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(2) is property (C) in [2; $21, and (3), as noted in [2] is a consequence of (2) and the defini- 
tion of 7,. Finally, (4) and (5) may be verified directly from 
;‘,( -X) = (1 + .a)-; = 1 - xt + 22 - .‘. = I - xt - 2st’ - ... 
/q-2)=(1 + t)-?= 1-2t +31”-- “‘. 
Returning to the computation of y’(y) we have 
-/I(y) = i’Z(- - .y) = ;:?(-_) - XZ + y?(-s) = $(Z) + 2.K - 2x 
= j.‘(z) i i.‘(z) = ;*‘(,I - 2) + z = J.‘(q) - 2,~ + i.‘(-2) i z 
= ,; - 2r/ + 3 + Z = X-2z+z=s-z=-y. 
The full application of (2.9) for the non-immersion and non-embedding of p(m, n) 
in Rm’2n+k requires the identification of the highest power oft having non-zero coefficient 
‘ii in the expansion of ‘/l(~tO). We make use of the relations ,~y = 0 and ,yz = - 2.~. 
Substituting we have 
;I,(\‘()) = (1 + .Kt)- (m+n+1)(1 + I,[ _ ),t2)-‘“+l’ 
and so the coefficient of t’ is 
where the rij are non-zero integers (the relation xy = 0 kills all mixed product terms). 
Writing 1 + yt - yf2 = 1 + yt(1 - t), we see that r,,yh appears in the coefficient of t2h. 
Although yh+’ = 0 is shown in [14], j!y = I’ and Theorem (2.3) easily imply that yh is 
independent of yhf’, r > 0. Hence the coefficient of t2’ is non-zero since x~~,,, # 0. 
Using the function a*(m, n) defined in the introduction, we obtain 
THEOREM (2.12). 
(i) P(m, n> Q Rm+2n+a*(m.n)-I 
(ii) P(m, n) $ Rm+2n+u’(m.“). 
93. REMARKS 
(1) Many known results relating immersions and embeddings to Stiefel-Whitney 
classes may be applied to P(m, n). In particular, we shall consider 
(3.1) (i) If M” G Rn’k, then Gi = 0 for i > k. 
(ii) If )M” c Rn+k, then \?i = 0 for i 2 k. 
(iii) [5] If 0 5 k < 2(n - 4), then M” c R2”-k-’ if and only if w,_k_l = 0. 
(w; denotes the-possibly twisted--ilh dual Stiefel-Whitney class of M”.) 
(iv) [7] Let IV” be orientable, n > 4. If n is even, then M” E Rzne2 if and only if 
w2 d,_ 2 = 0; if rl is odd, then M” c R2n-2. 
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(v) [8] Let M” be orientable. If n s 1 mod 4, then &I” c R’“-’ if and only ifGZ . K-“_~ E 
Image (Sql); if n = 0 mod 4 and k? = 0, then ‘11” E Rznei implies I?, . k?,_, = 0. 
The application of (3.1) to P(m, n) requires some mod 2 arithmetic. 
LEMMA (3.2). ([ 131) ‘1 
0 
3 1 mod 2 if nnd on[v if the non-:ero tertns in rhe c(l.ailic e.vpatr- 
sion of a are a subset of those of b. 
LEMMA (3.3). 
(9 E 1 rnotl 2 for 1 s t 5 2’ - I. 
(ii) Ij (‘,:I 1’) 3 1 tnotf 2, then m = 2’, s 2 0. 
SE 1 rnotl 2, tl1en ItI = 2’, s 2 1. 
s 0 n10n 2 fbr n1 > 0 
t = I, . . . . II [/‘a,rtl on/~, if u = 2’ - I, .T >= I. 
(3.2) implies (3.3) via the inspection of certain dyadic expansions. 
Throughout the remainder of this section It,(r(f’(rn, n))) will be abbreviated u.(m, n) or 
1~ whenever the meaning is clear. Similarly, for K’~, etc. 
COROLLARY (3.4). IV(FH, n) = 1 ifand only if(m, n) = (2’ - 2”, 2’ - I), t 2 s 2 0. 
Proof For (m;n) = (2’ - 2’, 2’ - I), I 2 s 2 0, ~i(nz, n) = (1 + c)“-“( 1 + c +d)*’ = 
(1 + cy = 1 + c2’ = 1. Conversely, if Ir(m, n) = 1, then (1 + c)” = (I + c + ~I)-(“‘*) and 
hence, the coefficient 
n+t’ 
i j 
tt of d” in the expansion of the right member is 0 mod 2 for all 
t’ = 1, . ..) n, whence n = 2” - 1 by (3.3)(v). But this gives (I + c)” = (I + c + d)-*’ = 
(1 + c)-2’ and (1 + c)“‘+~’ = I, from which it follows that n1 + 2” = 2’. t 2 s. 
(3.4) is useful for comparing dual Stiefel-Whitney classes to yi operators for non- 
immersion, non-embedding results for P(m, n); e.g. if (m, n) = (2’ - 2’, 2” - I), CT*(II?, n) = 
max(a(2’ - I), 2” - 2) 2 max(2’-2, 2’ - 2), f 14 since ~$2’ - 1) 2 2’-’ if t 2 4 [2]. 
COROLLARY (3.5) I?,,,+~~_~ # 0 ifand Onfy f(nJ, 17) = (?‘, 0). 
Proof. In one direction this is a well-known result about real projective spaces. 
Suppose G,,,+~~_~ # 0. Then tG,,,+zn_l = c m-‘,“, the only non-zero class of dimension 
m + 2n - 1. But 13 = (1 + c)-“(1 + c + d)-(“+” and the coefficient 
cm-‘d” is 0 unless m = 2”, s 2 0 by (3.3)(ii) and n = 0 by (3.3)(iv). 
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A = ; Ai 
i= I 
COROLLARY (3.6). \r.,,,+ Zn_l # 0 if and 0nl.r~ if (171, n) E A. Moreorer, /y *” + Zn _ 2 # 0 
lvith n > 0, then S,,,+2n_ 2 = cmdn-‘. 
Proof. In one direction the first statement can be verified directly, so we concern our- 
selves only with the converse. Suppose 5,. 1n_2 # 0. If n = 0 or I~I = 0, it is easily seen 
that (nl, n) E A, or (m, n) E AZ, respectively, so we may assume ,n, n > 0. Then +,,,+Zn-2 = 
cn,(/” - I because the coefficient of c”‘-~(/” is I’ 
3r1 
i i 
which is 0 mod 2 by (3.3)(iv). Let 
II 
2’<lz+ 1<2”‘. Then G=(l +c) Z 
-Ollf~ft’)(l + c + (/)Z’-‘-(flfl) with 2’+’ _ (,I + 1) 2 
n-l, Hence 2’+‘-2~2/1~:2’+’ and n=2’-I or II=~‘. If rI=2’-1, then @= 
(1 + Cj-(m+2’) and so n = I. If also nl < 2, then nl = )I = I and (m, n) E AA. If nr >= 2 and 
n = I, then ,? = (1 + c)-(~~‘) and il;,,, = (2”:,:l)c~11=(2if_:)o”’ wherem=p-1, thus 
m = p - I = 2’ - 1 by (3.3)(ii), i.e. (w, n) E A,. Finally if n = 2’ and m < 2”‘, then 
@ = (I + c)-“(I + c + d)2’-’ and E,n+2n_1 = (2”1,: ‘)( i: 1 ~)c’f’J-l and so by (3.3)(ii) 
IPZ = 2’ and (nl, n) E A,. If/z = 2’, and 2”’ s m, then ,i; = (1 + c)-(~‘~~~“(I + c + tl)“-’ 
and ijrn+2”_2 = 
?!,I i 2’+ ’
c’“d”- ’ and so (nl, n) E A, . 
111 
We may now apply (3.l)(iii)-(v) to P(m, n). 
THEOREM (3.7). 
(i) P(~I, n) c RZi”‘+‘“)-’ if and only if (111, n) $ A, ; nloreocer, if (no, n) E A- A,, 
this result is best possible. 
(ii) .4r1 orientable P(nr, t7) c R2(mf2n’-Z ifand only if(n1, n) < A?. 
(iii) If(n~, n) = (4s + 1, lt), then p(f?~, n) C R2(mf2”)-3. 
Proof. (i) If P(m, n) c R2(mf2n)-1, then @m+Z,,_l = 0 by (3.l)(ii) and so (1~1, n) 6 A,, 
for otherwise @,,,+Zn_, = @,,_l = cm-l # 0. Conversely, if m > 0, (nl, n) $ A, implies that 
13,+2n_2 = CmCP-1 (the only non-zero element in dimension m + 2n - 2) or 0. But if T2 
denotes the torsion subgroup of H’(P(m, n); 2) and p denotes reduction mod 2, then 
pT2 = Zz with generator cZ if 112 >= 2, or pT2 = 0 if 111 < 2. Hence J?,,+~~_~.Y = 0 for any 
s E pT2 and so by Lemma 8 of [9] Vm f 2n_, = 0. Now (i) follows from (3.l)(iii). 
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(ii) If (/n, IT) E .A?, then Gzn-, = if”-’ by (3.3)(i). Since r?, = pi, then IV 2.7 _? ‘L.? = 
ci” # 0, hence P(DI, n) $ Rzcmi ‘.‘)-’ by (j.l)(iv). Conversely, if 171 is odd and so m + 2n is 
odd, then P(n?, n) E R2(m-2”‘-2 by (3.l)(iv); if RZ is even, then IZ is odd and (117, n) G A, thus 
Em+zn_* = 0 and the result again follows from (3.l)(iv). 
(iii) If (m, n) = (4s + 1, 2t)--thus P(m, n) is orientable-then S?‘(c”‘-‘tl”) = cm-‘a” 
thus implying that $7’ : H”““-‘(P(I?I, n); Zz) + Hm+rn-‘(P(tv, n); Z2) = Z2 is an 
epimorphism. Hence (iii) is a direct consequence of (3.1)(v). 
(2) From (1.5) we may compute the characteristic classes of P(,n, II). It is easily 
verified that the total rational Pontrjagin class of P(vI, n) is given by p = (1 + ~/*)‘~*, 
n’ E H"(P(m, n); Q). Hence, applying (6.1) of [2] for &f’“cz” = P(m, tr), we have that 
P(rn, n) $ Rm+‘“+’ where I; = 2 ; - I 
[I 
P(tn, tt) 4: R”““‘+’ where I; = 2 i . 
L1 
For 172 = 0 this result agrees with (2.12) thus verifying a remark of Atiyah [2]. Noting that 
i*p = ~5, the total rational Pontrjagin class of CP,, it follows that the methods of [3] (based 
on the A-genus) applied directly to P(m, tz) are no better than those obtainable from [3] 
using the composite embedding CP, --) P(m, n) -+ Rm”n+k. 
(3) Since the two-fold covering @ : S” x CP,,, + P(m, n) is itself an immersion, it can 
be used to translate non-immersion theorems for CP, into the same for P(m, n). More 
precisely, iff: P(m, n) -+ Rm+Z”+k is an immersion, then so isfs @ : S” x CP, -+ Rm+‘n+k. 
By a theorem of M. Hirsch [6], this implies that CP, 5 RZn+k. Hence the non-immersi- 
bility of CP,, with codimension /c implies the same for P(m, n). When WI is small with respect 
to n, this idea together with (3.l)(iv) and some results of [12] should give better results than 
(2.12)(i). However, as m increases we should expect the reverse. 
For example, P(1, n) E R”’ for n = 2’ by (3.l)(iv), but P(1, n) $ R”‘-I (more generally, 
P(m, n) $ R4n+m-2) because CP, Q R”“-* for this choice of t7. Hence this is best possible. 
(4) Our concluding remark, extending Theorem (4.1) of [l I], solves the immersion 
problem for P(m, l), m 5 8. 
THEOREM (3.8). P(tn, 1) 5 R” where f = p(nz) atzd m # 2, 6, P(2, 1) E Rj ar7d P(6, I) 
E R9. 
Proof. For P(n7, n) we have by (1.5) that T @ < @ 2 = (nz + I)< @ (n + 1)~ and so in 
JWW, I)), -T,, = -(T- (m + h)) = -(m + 2)s = (2/ - (m + 2))~ (here we use the 
fact that 2~ = 0; note for n > 1, this is not true). Hence g .dim(-T,) 5 (2’ - (ttz + 2)). 
g. dim(x) = 2l- (n? + 2). Thus by Theorem (2.1) of [I I] P(m, 1) c R”. T, = 0 for the 
exceptional cases m = 2, 6, and so the codimension is one. By explicit computation of 
13(m, l), this is shown to be best possible for m 5 8. 
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